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The Antirumours strategy in short 

Fuenlabrada adopted the strategy in 2013, replicating a good practice by the city of

Barcelona. Nowadays, more than 25 cities implement this strategy and some countries

such as Canada, Japan, Jordan or Mexico are interested in it.

How does it work?

ANTIRUMOURS DIAGNOSIS 

DATA AND ARGUMENTS
Confronting prejudices and rumours

face-to-face interactions

GLOBAL STRATEGY
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GLOBAL STRATEGY

COMMUNICATION 

MATERIALS
ACTIONSANTIRUMOURS NETWORK 

 Local associations and citizens

(62 Antirumours agents)

 Antirumours agents training.

 Coffee meetings (on a monthly

basis)…

 Training: city hall technical

staff, education centers,

mothers-fathers associations…

 Workshops or campaigns (Day

against racial discrimination).

 Antirumour activities catalogue

 Pocket rumours (argumentary)

 Antirumours guide for the

antirumour agent,

 Story tales (Fuenlabrada Tierra

Viva; It all happened

unintentionally + learning

guide for teachers/families)

 Agendas, bookmarks,

calendar…
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Why did Fuenlabrada decide to carry out the 

Antirumours strategy (ARS)? 

In accordance with the international trend, the economical crisis produced in

Fuenlabrada a negative perception of immigrants, as they were identified as

competitors regarding access to labor market and social resources.

Yet in Fuenlabrada there was no real problem of cohabitation, there was however, a

perception of migrant population as a problem at different levels.

That is why we thought it was necessary to prevent discrimination and take advantage

of diversity by challenging stereotypes, prejudices and rumours related to diversity.

.



What challenges do we face? 

 The prevalence of mass media alarmist speech over local communication.

 The rising of islamophobia worldwide when 3% of the city population comes from

Maghreb.

 Public perception of immigrants as main receptors of social aid.

 The normalization and validation of xenophobic discourse due to the rise and

institutional presence of rightwing parties (VOX).

 Integration difficulties of refugee population due to the lack of housing solutions.

 Transversality, coordination of local resources.

.



What were our resources? 

 On the economic, the main investment comes from the municipality itself. We have

not received funds neither from the regional nor national level. However, for the

launch of the initiative in 2013, we received funds from the Council of Europe

Intercultural Cities Programme (ICC) which supports cities in reviewing their policies

through an intercultural lens.

 On the institutional, Fuenlabrada takes part in the ICC, RECI-Intercultural Spanish

Cities Network which provides a space for exchange and sharing for the 20

participant cities.

 On the social, it has been essential the involvement of citizens and social

organizations who are the heart of the ARS.

In this sense, before the launch of the ARS, Fuenlabrada has worked, since 1998, on

different municipal programs focused on diversity, coexistence and participation which

are the foundation for social involvement in our city.
.



Some recommendations for municipalities with similar challenges

 Collaborative leadership. The municipality as a facilitator and driving force behind

the initiative.

 Cross departmental collaboration in the local government level. For this, we have

created an Interdepartmental Table which gather all the local councilors: same

strategy, same speech, sharing difficulties…

 Participating in Local, National and International Networks (RAMA-Madrid region,

RECI, ICC) to share lessons learnt and promote innovation.

 Proactive agenda-setting attitude. Not only at a political but a technical level. In other

words, the responsibility the technical staff also have when creating narrative. We

must not let the xenophobe discourse to tell us what to talk about, which words to

use, etc.



 Communication strategy focused on nonviolent communication and on a listening

strategy. We do not focus on self declared racist people but on the ambivalent

majority. To encounter the rumours we make questions, present data they may not

know… We try to attract and seduce, not blame.

 Training people and associations willing to participate by giving them the skills and

the knowledge to face the racist stereotypes and rumours. The idea is that they apply

the acquired knowledge in their fields of work and personal lives.

 Encourage innovation in local associations by funding innovative initiatives such as

Forum theater, gymkhanas, role playing, poetry workshops... We also offer advice

and support on the development of the idea and once the initiative is ready to start,

we promote it among all the local services: municipal libraries, thematic forums taking

place in the city…

Some other learnt lessons



 Schools are a sensitive space to generate or reduce stereotypes and prejudices

as they have a great potential for change. In this sense, we have developed a

very interesting experience with innovative materials.

 Creating attractive and innovative communication materials, focused more on the

emotional level than on data. Work on the emotional dimension, such as empathy

and personal experience.

It all happened unintentionally

Some other learnt lessons



If you wish to know more about how this strategy works you can

check the ANTIRUMOURS HANDBOOK, by Daniel de Torres

Barderi, available on the internet which explains the ARS with much

more detail.

Wish to know more about the ARS?




